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Synopsis

Tips for the Lazy Gardener
by Antony Atha

(Abe Books) The perfect reference guide for those who lack the time or
experience, but want to make the most of their garden. With 150 four-color
photographs throughout, separate sections on roses, annuals, perennials,
bulbs, vegetable and herb gardens, shrubs, a special calendar to use as a guide
for planting, as well as tips on equipment, this book is an invaluable, onevolume reference.

500 Popular Annuals &
Perennials
by Loretta Barnard

(Abe Books) Virtually evrything gardeners need to know about annuals and perennials
comes together in this handsome, heavily illustrated book. Comprehensive advice
focuses on planting, cultivation, and flowering times of plants, with suggestions for
attention-catching color combinations. Profiles of plants are arranged alphabetically,
with each entry presenting - Descriptions, Cultivation advice, Planting times - Flowering
seasons, Climate information, including reference to a climate zone map...

The Annual Garden
by Jennifer Bennett

(Abe Books) Longtime gardening editor and writer Jennifer Bennett and photographer
Turid Forsyth have combined their considerable skills to create "The Annual Garden", a
welcome companion to Firefly Books' bestselling The Harrowsmith Perennial Garden.
Acknowledging the traditional view of annuals as the garden's "poor relatives", the
authors warmly endorse the qualities that these plants offer. Fast growth, variety,
versatility, scent and sheer good looks, they conclude, make annuals ideal additions to
every garden.

Annual Flowers
by John Bradshaw

No description available at this time.

Illustrated Guide to Gardening
in Canada
by Carroll Calkins

(Amazon) This 640 page book is jam packed with drawings, and information about
growing and sustaining plants in Canada. The book is laid out in sections such as Trees,
Shrubs & Vines, Roses (they have their own section!), Perennials, Annuals and
Biennials, Tubers, Irises, Rock Plants, lilies, Water Plants, Herbs, Soil, House Plants,
Green House Gardening, etc. The book is not packed with colour photos but every tree,
shrub or plant is detailed meticulously with black and white drawings. I've found the
drawings sufficient to identify plants using the book.

Annuals
by Carol Landa Christensen

No description available at this time.

Favorite Annuals
by Marjorie Harris

(Abe Books) All are easy to grow and maintain and suit a wide range of
growing conditions. Marjorie's friendly, straight-up kind of writing and Paddy
Wales' gorgeous full-color photos make this series a sure-fire springtime seller.

Amazing Annuals
by Marjorie Mason Hogue

(Abe Books) Amazing Annuals is the long-awaited guide to the best of these
new plants: more than 300 container and garden plants including the newest
annuals, the latest bulbs, complete instructions for growing plants from seed
to cutting and much more.

Contact Society Librarian, Shelagh Harris, to borrow a book from the Lending Library.
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